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MORE FOOD TRUCKS COMING TO CAMPUS NEAR CEMO HALL OCT. 1

Houston, Sept. 28, 2012 – With the University Center food court closed for construction, UH Dining Services added food trucks in front of the UC as a way to continue providing dining options on that side of campus.

The original three trucks have been so popular that another food truck pad is opening Monday, Oct. 1, on the site of the Old Y building behind Cemo Hall.

The new pad will house an additional two trucks, but unlike the original three, these trucks will rotate out from a group of five. That group includes The Rice Box, Coreano’s, Kurbside Eatz, Stick It and Happy Endings. UH currently has Bernie’s Burger Bus, The Waffle Bus and Bare Bowls Kitchen on campus.

To keep up with the schedule, follow each truck on Facebook and Twitter. Links to those are available on the UC page of the dining website. Once the new trucks are active, there will always be at least one truck offering breakfast, five serving lunch and one serving dinner during the week, as well as one truck offering lunch on Saturdays.

For more information about UH Dining Services, visit www.uh.edu/dining or www.fb.me/uhdining.
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